
PUBLIC REALM STRATEGY

Integrating Heritage into the 
Public Realm

The former military use of the site plays a 
signifi cant role in the way that the town 
centre has been laid out.

Fundamental to the design of the scheme 
is the inclusion of the main retail spine that 
links the A325 with the clock tower of the 
Sandhurst Block.

Narrow streets open onto wide spaces 
(both hard and soft landscaping) to create 
a feeling of surprise and discovery in the 
town, where a fully permeable layout has 
been adopted to allow existing residents 
access to the new town centre, as simply 
and directly as possible.

In addition to anchoring the whole 
town centre off the Sandhurst Block 
axis, the handsome Sergeants’ Mess is 
also retained, sitting partly on the town 
square, but also on its south facing 
terrace overlooking the new town park.

Uses such as Petánque will be 
incorporated in this area to provide 
activity and animation to the space that 
is also in close proximity to areas for 
assisted living.

These key buildings and spaces are held 
together through a unifying landscape 
design that adopts the military ‘Bordon’ 
red of the wider masterplan. 

Further references to heritage will be 
provided directly via heritage uses 
and installations in the civic buildings 
surrounding the park.

Primary Public Realm in the Town Centre Strategy of Streets and Spaces (Squares and Parks)

Precedents and key buildings. 
From left:  Petersfi eld Market Square;  semi-public realm on top of retail blocks at Newbury;  reinterpreted former industrial landscape at Aalborg, Denmark; and Toby Torg urban square in Sweden, using red paving and landform as play 
space.

Small scale pavilions to 
animate side streets

Town Square with market 
and events focus

Key public art 
location at Chalet Hill

Retained trees 
to soften Arrival 
Square and 
A325 interface

Sergeants’ Mess 
(retained building)

Sandhurst Block 
(retained building)

South facing gastro pub 
terrace and steps

Unifying public realm treatment 
using ‘Bordon Red’ in the paving

Split level staircase with restaurants 
beneath and lift access

Formal Square with fi ne dining at 
Sandhurst Block
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Sandhurst Block Sergeants’ Mess


